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Two words that seem ex—
tremely simple in meaning,
but apparently have a great
impact, so much so that
they have incited riots, wars
and death.
Although we here at Fam—
ily & Friends don‘t get on a
political soap box very often
(we think there‘s enough of
that out there already), this
has come to light here at
home for us.
It has come to our atten—
tion that another gay publi—
cation in the Mid—South will
only run advertisements for
businesses that are gay—
owned. We personally find
this ludicrious.
How can we expect a
world, a community to
treat us without discrimi—




Just because a business is
not owned by gays or les—
bians does not mean that
they look upon our commu—
nity with a negative light.
There are many, many het—
erosexual people in the
community that simply see
us as no better and no
worse than they see them—
selves just because of who
we choose to sleep with in
our own homes.
Many heterosexual
people in the community
Ramblings from the Editorial Staff
contribute thousands of dol—
lars each year to our so—
called "gay" causes, ie.
Friends for Life, Loving
Arms and Aloysius House.
And a number of hetero—
sexuals also patronize the
gay bars and clubs in town,
as well as gay—owned busi—
nesses.
Just as we wouldn‘t want
to be refused service in a
non—gay—owned restaurant,
what would make anyone
think that a heterosexually—
owned business would
want to be refused advertis—
ing rights in a publication?
Especially when the busi—
ness wants desperately to
show our community that
they value our business and
are not bothered by our
lifestyle.
A good case in point ... a
few days ago we were talk—
ing to gay friends of ours
who own their own busi—
ness aboutthis situation and
they relayed an incident to
us. It went something like
this ...
They overheard one of
their employees voicing his
negative opinions about ho—
mosexuals. They discussed
it among themselves for
quite some time trying to
decide what to do about this
employee. Finally, the deci—
sion was quite simple. They
decided that they wouldn‘t
want to be fired from a job
  
   
 
   
 
because they are gay and
therefore, knew it wasn‘t
right to fire this employee
simply because he was
straight. They realized that
everyone is entitled to their
opinions.
We applaud our friends
for realizing that if equality
is to work, everyone is en—
titled to it, even if we don‘t
always agree with someone
else‘s views or lifestyle.
Here at Family & Friends,
we do not care what color
you are, what sex you are or
who you sleep with. We
treat everyone with equality.
We here at Family &
Friends continue to hearhow
much all of you are really
enjoying our little magazine.
Thanks again for the kind
words. We are glad you all
are reading it and getting
something out of it.
However, if you have any
suggestions about things
you would like to see or read
about in these pages, please
do not hesitate to let us
know, either by dropping us
a line at P.O. Box 771948,
Memphis, TN 38177—1948;
sending us a fax at (901) 685—
2234; send us an e—mail at
FamilyMag@aol.com, or
visit our website at http:/ /
members. aol.com /
fla m i 1 y‘ mia g /
homepage.html.
Happy Valentine‘s Day







































with all the fixin‘s!
Starting Mon., Feb. 1st
crambled Eggs, Bacon & Toast
with Coffee $3.50 per plate
Breakfast 7 a.m. until 10 a.m.
DON‘T FORGET |
EN O| »EhJ| Mon.—Sat. 7 a
.m. to 3 a.m.
 
 
| Sun. 9 a
.m. to 3 a.m.
Sunday Morning Special |






A Flrst-Hand Look at the TransCommumty
 




I first met Robert in October of 1997
at the Southern Comfort Conference in
Atlanta, GA. It was Jodi‘s and my first
time to ever attend a conference with
hundreds of other transpeople.
._ I met Robert the first day and his
best friend Max. Robert had been on
hormones for many years and looked
like any other guy on the block. He was
a thin man and stood about 5—feet, 8—
inches tall and walked with a cane. He
was very polite and spoke with a coun—
try accent. He was what most people
would call a "good ol‘ boy" but he
wasn‘t a hick, just someone with old—
fashioned values.
I instantly got a good impression of
Robert and his friend Max. We all gath—
ered together several times during the
course of the conference.
The next time I saw Robert and Max
was at the True Spirit Conference in
Laurel, Md., in February of ‘98. We all
bumped into each other in the Balti—
more airport and hugged each other
while people were trying to pick up
their luggage.
Robert was still sporting the cane
and wearing his usual suit with the
western tie. We all talked for awhile
and ended up hanging together the
next day. We mostly spoke of trans is—
sues; the surgeries we‘d had, issues in
our.lives, our partners and mostly we
just all grew closer to each other. I
trusted these two men; they were liv—
ing the same hard life I was.
We returned to the conference
where I noticed a camera crew. I be—
gan asking questions because they
were obviously there to film the mem—
bers of the conference. It was A&E and
they were requesting interviews from
several transmen.




I agreed to watch. I sat next to Rob—
ert, but out of the camera‘s eye, and
listened to his interview. I was wait—
ing for some offensive questions from
A&E but much to my surprise, they
never arose.
I was listening to Robert tell the in—
terviewer that the hardest thing to
handle about being transsexual is not
getting the acceptance and support
from the people you love the most,
your family. I thought I could see a tear
in his eye as he spoke.
The second issue Robert wanted to
discuss was health care.
I thought back to all the times I tried
to find a doctor just to prescribe my
hormones and no one would. Robert
admitted he was sick. He had termi—
nal cancer and didn‘t have long to live.
I froze and all I could do was stare
at Robert. I didn‘t know and he had
never complained.
Robert died last Saturday morning
after being in a coma for several days.
He had been diagnosed as having uter—
ine cancer and he was unable to find a
doctor to administer treatment for him.
After searching for two years for help,
he finally found a doctor in Augusta
that was three hours away.
By this time, it was too late for Rob—
ert. Operating was not an option any—
more. He started chemotherapy but
after three or four treatments, they
knew it was not going to help. It made
him so sick he couldn‘t stand it. He got
weak and could no longer care for him—
self and ended up in a hospice for the
last few remaining months. The pain
escalated and they increased his mor—
phine pump to a continuous flow. Rob—
ert then went into a coma and never
returned. Max stayed by his side be—
fore he died; talking to him, holding
him, and whispering things Max
thought he needed or wanted to hear.
Now, I feel empty inside. I‘ve lost
another friend and I wonder if all this
could have been prevented if a physi—
cian had honored his vow and taken
care of Robert before it was too late.
I hurt for Max. Max knew him best
and loved him like a brother. You could
see it in his eyes.
The last time I saw Robert and Max
was last October at the Southern Com—
fort Conference. Jodi and I spoke to
him for some time and we could tell
he was weaker than when we saw him
at True Spirit. He was in good spirits
and happy to be there and we were
happy to see him. Before we left we
both hugged him and I tried to get him
to promise me he‘d go to the next True
Spirit that is coming up this February.
He shook his head, smiled and said he
would be here that long.
He already knew what I was unwill—
ing to accept; Robert will never again







J. B. Priestley‘s penetrating psychological whodunit, An
Inspector Calls, is playing at the Circuit Playhouse now
through Feb. 14.
An impoverished young woman commits suicide at a
hospital in a turn—of—the—century English city. The mysteri—
ous circumstances surrounding her death implicate the
members of a wealthy and complacent family far removed
from her desperate situation.
Enter a police inspector determined to plumb the depths
of the mystery. He interrogates each member of the family
and discovers more than he really wanted to know about
the secrets of their lives. As he asks his pointed questions,
the family‘s complacency vanishes.
J. B. Priestley‘s gripping thriller explores the twists and
turns of the human conscience. The questions, which make
his characters so uncomfortable, also challenge the audi—
ence to look into their own hearts.
Showtimes for An Inspector Calls are Friday and Saturday





Lillian Johnson Joanna Coxxx
Ms. Furentino
Invite gow to come
eRpOWL the show!
















Ifyou think our community doesn‘t stretch outside Mid—
town, you‘re wrong. Take HUEY‘s on Hickory Hill for ex—
ample where the writing is literally "on the walls." The
writing clearly says "Danielle loves Amber" and the bath—
room wall sports a drawing of two girls holding hands with
the world "love" written across it.
Thanks to SHANE WILSON for building FAMILY &
FRIENDS‘ webpage. You can take a look at http://
members.aol.com/familymag/homepage.html.
Oops, we made a mistake. We counted our chickens be—
fore they were hatched, so to speak..We included PIGGLY
WIGGLY—MIDTOWN onMadison Aveune as a distribution
point for FAMILY & ERIENDS in the January 1999 issue.
The management of this grocery store has declined our re—
quest to put FAMILY & FRIENDS in their store.
Hey folks, there‘s a new face spinning records over at
CROSSROADS. Although we heard his name is BRAD, he
is better know as D.J. BLOW and has spun records all over
Memphis. Welcome D.J. Blow.
All you bar, restaurant and casino employees listen up
... AMNESIA has started something completely new to its
history. On Sunday nights, there is NO COVER from 8 p.m.
to midnight for all bar, restaurant and casino employees
who have positive identification. That‘s not bad since Sun—
days mean nickel beer from 8 p.m. to midnight and $1
drinks all night long until 3 a.m. If you don‘t work in the
bar, restaurant or casino industry, cover is just $5.
In addition, DEITRA, formerly of 616, is AMNESIA‘Snew
bartender on Sundays along with JEZEBEL and MELENA.
Need a break with the housework? Call B.J.‘s CLEAN:—
ING SERVICE at (901) 726—4211.
  
Lesbian Dinner Club —
Group gets off |
to a great start
The Lesbian Dinner
Club got off to a great start
on Saturday night, Jan. 16.
Almost 60 women gath—
ered at In the Grove to
meet, talk, dine and have
an enjoyable time.
Carol Molder got the ball
rolling a couple of months
ago and many of you re—
sponded. Thanks go to Su—
san, Carol and Lucy for all
their help as well. What a
wonderful idea this is.
Family & Friends was part
of the initial meeting and we
found several familiar faces
and metnew friends as well.
We found the night to be
most pleasurable and the
three hours we were there
flew by. We were not the
only ones who found the
night a welcome change of
pace from the daily routine.
Some women made a night
of it and made plans to en—
joy each other‘s company at
k_ 212 North Evergreen
901—722—2177
a dance or show bar follow—
ing the dinner.
Speaking of dinner, Jim
and Jeff, owners of In the
Grove, have a great place
and the original artwork,
covering floor to ceiling,
provided avery pleasant at—
mosphere for this social —
gathering.
In the Grove‘s food was
not overpriced and the
menu allowed for all appe—
tites to be met with appetiz—
ers, sandwiches, or entrees.
A cash bar was available for
those that so desired.
Thanks go to our servers,
Eric, Buddy and Tim, who _
did a great job taking care of
so many. David was behind
the bar and Deborah was in
the kitchen making it all a
smooth night..
By the way, the only cost
to attend the Lesbian Dinner
Club is the cost of the dinner.
The Lesbian Dinner Club
is scheduled to meet the
third Saturday of every
month, at 6:30 p.m., at a lo—
cal restaurant. So, mark your
calendars for Feb. 20 for the
next meeting,
Carol asks that if you
would like to attend, please
call her at (901) 324—6949 and
RSVP so she can make the
appropriate accommoda—
tions. She will let you know
where the next meeting will
be held. ( f
By the way, check out the
Family Album on page 32

















Powg ItOn Wy... ,
a Tribute to t
francis Albert Sinatra
Saturday, February 27, 1999 f R
7:00 in the evening Pie *
Skyway Ballroom —Peabody Hotel
featuring
Teresa Pate, Gary Johns, Gary Lamb, James fox and
the Memphis Jazz Orchestra
Michael Detroit, Master of Ceremonies
$75.00 per person at Reserved Table
$50.00 per person at UnreservedTable
for Reservations and Tickets, please call 272—0855
    
 
Victor or WictoRi _...
It‘s never a ‘lonely night‘ for
BY PATRICIA PAR
There‘s something about Victor that turns a straight
man‘s head. And there‘s something about Victoria that
causes even the best of drag queens to call her "simply di—
vine." But who is Paris‘ newest diva?
When Blake Edwards‘ Victor/Victoria opens at The
Orpheum on Tuesday, Feb. 9, that diva will be none other
than Toni Tennille.
Victor/Victoria, based on the 1982 motion picture starring
Julie Andrews, is about a woman pretending to be a man
who is pretending to be a woman. Sound complicated?Add
emotions, romance, love and closet doors swinging wide
open and you‘ll find Victor/Victoria to be one of today‘s fun—
niest, sexiest and most entertaining musicals.
Tennille, yes, that‘s right, the prettier half of The Cap—
£ I; R
In this lscene, Toni Tennille is playing Victor, who is
performing as a drag queen in Victor/Victoria.
tain and Tennille, will star as Victoria Grant in this hilari—
ous, gender—twisting musical comedy when it opens in
Memphis.
"In the movie version, Julie Andrews played Victoria as
an English woman, but, Blake Edwards has encouraged me
to make this part mine, so I‘m playing Victoria not as an
English woman, but as a Southern woman," Tennille, a
native of Montgomery, Ala., said in a recent exclusive phone
interview with Family & Friends Magazine:
Is pretending to be a man a difficult part for this beauti—
ful heterosexual woman?
"The show isn‘t as difficult on me musically as, say, do—
 
   
 
ing a 70—minute symphony show, but it is challenging and
lots of fun," Tennille said. "Physically, I‘m very suited to the
role because I‘m tall (5—foot, 11—inches), thin and I‘ve lost even
more weight doing eight shows a week and I‘m smallbusted.
You know, Julie (Andrews) was quite endowed and Raquel
(Welch) and Liza (Minelli), who also have done the part, had
to use binding when playing Victor.
"The role really isn‘t that difficult for a feminine woman
either because when Victoria first dresses up in male drag
she‘s merely guessing athow she is suppose to act," Tennille
continued. "As the show progresses, she watches men, as I
have, to see how they act and move."
Tennille admits though that the most fun part doing the
show is when she gets to be a drag queen.
"The fun part to me is when I‘m Victor because I‘m not
really a man, but a drag queen," she noted with excitement.
"A drag queen friend of mine gave me a piece of advice
that really helped me when I was getting ready for the two
numbers I do as Victor. My friend said, ‘Why do when you
can overdo?‘ It‘s really the truth."
Although Victor/Victoria is somewhat of a romantic com—
edy because of Victoria‘s falling for King Marchan, a Chi—
cago businessman/gangster, Tennille said she feels the real
love story is between Victoria and Toddy, the flamboyant
"old queen" who creates Count Victor Grazinsky of Poland.
"The real love story here is not so muchbetween Victoria
and King, as it is between Victoria and Toddy," Tennille ex—
plained. "To me, the real love story is between these two
because of how they develop a respect and admiration for
one another and how that changes their lives for the better."
The story is rounded—outby characters such as King‘s girl—
friend Norma, and King‘s bodyguard, Squash.
In addition to Tennille, the cast includes Dennis Cole as
King, Jamie Ross as Toddy and Dana LynnMauro as Norma.
"Dennis Cole is a TV actor and Jamie (Ross) is a veteran
Broadway actor," Tennille said. "And Dana Lynn Mauro
as Norma steals the show every night. This is such a lovely
group of people. We are like one big family and with all the
young dancers in the cast, I feel much like the mother be—
cause most of these folks are young enough to be my kids."
Tennille, along with her husband Daryl Dragon, burst
onto the pop music scene in 1975, as The Captain and
Tennille, and soon began garnering awards for such hits as
"Love Will Keep Us Together," "Muskrat Love," "Do That
To Me One More Time," "You Never Done It Like That,"
See Tennille, Page 11
  
 






"Shop Around," "Can‘t Stop Dancin‘," "Come In From The
Rain," "Lonely Night (Angel Face)," "The Way I Want To
Touch You" and "The Wedding Song."
With musical parents, Tennille said she wanted to be an
actress or a singer when she was a kid.
"Iloved to sing," she recalled. "I think I would have loved
to be an actress or a singer and I studied classical piano for a
number of years. I was in plays in high school and I attended
Auburn University for two years. One summer I went to
visit my dad and fell in love with California and I realized I
couldn‘t go back to Alabama. It was only after I met Daryl
that things started happening professionally."
Dragon and Tennille met when he hired her to work with
a band he was in, The Beach Boys.
"Daryl hired me initially to work with the Beach Boys
and after a while we started playing a local club as a duo
and started building up quite a following," she said. "A
local radio station disc jockey heard a song I wrote ("The
Way I Want To Touch You") and recorded it and played it
on the air locally. In no time at all, we were able to choose
between five major record labels and chose A&M."
Today, the couple is still married and going strong and
will soon celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary.
"Yes, we are still married," Tennille laughed when asked
about rumors some years ago that the couple was splitting
up. "The same thing happened with Marilyn and Billy, you
remember Marilyn McCoo and Billy Davis Jr.? The moment
she set out on a solo career, the tabloids assumed they were
splitting up, but they are still together and very much in
love, as are Daryl and I. I perform all over the South and
Daryl and I still perform as The Captain and Tennille."
In fact, Dragon will be joining Tennille while she is in
Memphis with Victor/Victoria.
The Captain and Tennille‘s last recorded album was re—
leased in 1995, but "plans are in the works for an album of
new material to be released in the year 2000," she said, "which
will be not only the 25th anniversary of The Captain and
Tennille, but also our 25th wedding anniversary. Daryl is also
working on dance mixes of ‘Love Will Keep Us Together."
"‘The neat thing (about doing Victor/Victoria) is that if I
were doing a tragedy eight times a week I would kill my—
self," Tennille noted. "But, since this show is so upbeat and
positive, it makes it a lot of fun. I know people will walk
away from the show feeling wonderful and smiling."
Victor/Victoria will run at The Orpheum in Memphis
Feb. 9—14, with show times at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday—Thurs—
day, 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday and 2 p.m. matinees on
Saturday and Sunday. Tickets range from $15 to $50, plus
a service charge and are available at The Orpheum Box
Office, all TicketMaster locations and can be charged by
telephone at (901) 525—1515.
 
My life as a
Southern Baptist
pce
Don‘t get me wrong. I‘m not insulting anyone‘s religion.
But the Southern Baptists ("SoBs") have so injected themselves
into politics, especially on gay issues, that they‘re practically
a third party. That makes them fair game for criticism.
As a recovering SoB myself, I can tell you that it‘s a mis—
erable existence.
As a kid, you go to church every Sunday wearing poly—
ester suits and clipon ties. You actually go to two services
on Sundays. One in the early morning is called Sunday
school, where you meet with people in your own age group.
When you‘re a teenager, you go to the "Youth Group,"
which is led by a person who is not a youth. He reads
lengthy, inexplicable passages from the Bible and tells you
that every burst of emotion, feeling and sentiment you‘re
having is an abomination unto God.
"Love the sinner, hate the sin," our youth director would
say, especially referring to homosexuals. He was arrested
for molesting young boys shortly after I left the church.
Turns out, he loved the sin and hated the sinner.
After Sunday school, you go to the actual church ser—
vice. Ifthe subject is popular culture, the preacher will warn
you about the Devil messages to be heard if you play rock
records backwards. I have no idea how the Devil is getting
his word out in the age of the CD.
I remember the preacher telling us one time that Moses
tied his ass to a tree and walked 40 miles. I still don‘t know
quite how to take that. f
As noon approaches, your stomach starts growling. The
televised pro football games are beginning — a fact that
dominates the thoughts of three—fourths of the men in the
congregation. But the preacher‘s not done. His voice gets
low and weepy as he begins to call the sinners to come to
the front and bare their indiscretions to him. The choir be—
gins a low, mournful song in the background as everyone
rises to their feet to pray. Then you just stand with your
head bowed waiting for somebody to sheepishly walk up
to the front. Pretty soon you get tired of standing and be—
gin shifting your weight and leaning on the pew in front of
you. You have to pee. Someone gets dunked. Then every—
body rushes home to eat their roasts and watch football.
Sunday nights, you go back to church to do the same
stuff all over again. At the Sunday night services women
wear polyester plaid pantsuits with mismatched seams. You
go home that night so late that all your mom feels like cook—
See SoB, Page 24
 
 
Youth Villages plans for 10th Soup Sunday
For the 10th consecutive year, Memphis area restaurants
will serve their most requested soups and special recipes
Feb. 7 at Soup Sunday presented by Promus Hotel Corpo—
ration to benefit Youth Villages. The popular, family—ori—
ented event will be held from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Wood—
land Hills, located at 1111 Houston Levee Road in Cordova.
More than 1,200 soup lovers attend this family—oriented
event each year. Funds raised at Soup Sunday will be used to
provide services for children and families atYouth Villages.
A private, non—profit organization, Youth Villages offers
home—based counseling, therapeutic foster care, residential
treatment and community—based services to more than 1,500
children annually throughout the MidSouth.
Soup Sunday features all—you—can—eat soups, breads,
desserts and gourmet coffees, all donated by area restau—
rants and food service suppliers.
Advance tickets, which are discounted, are $12 for adults
and $4 for children (12 and younger). Tickets at the door of
the event will be $15 for adults and $5 for children (12 and
younger). Discounted advance tickets are available by call—
ing 252—7650 or at these ticket outlets: Gloria Jean‘s Gour—
met Coffees, Bank of Bartlett, Master Design, the Half Shell,
Lulu Grille and all four Huey‘s locations.
Just a few of the Memphis area establishments providing
fare for this year‘s event are Folk‘s Folly Prime Steak House,
the Half Shell, Huey‘s, Tsunami, Memphis Country Club,
Houston‘s, Applebee‘s Neighborhood Grill and Bar and
Anderton‘s Restaurant and Oyster Bar. Tasters are encouraged
to vote for their favorite soup, bread and dessert.
Returning this year will be the thu'd‘Annual Hardin‘s
Sysco Ice Carving Classic, a regional competition hosted
by the Greater Memphis National Ice Carving Association. —
One— and two—person teams of ice carvers will compete for
up to $3,500 in awards in both amateur and professional
categories. The first—place team will represent the area at
the national competition later this year.
Soup Sunday will feature plentyof activities for chil—
dren, including a special area withclowns, face painting
and an Oreo Cookie Stacking contest with prizes awarded
in different age categories.
For tickets or more information about Soup Sunday, call






featuring Enoadway music of the ‘90s
Feb. 14 — Valentine‘s Day
3:00 p.m.
(Tickets $15 per person/$25 per couple)
7:00 p.m.
(Tickets $30/$50, includes cocktail buffet & performance)
MWOM'WMWWMWW
and celebrate at Theatre Memiphial
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1998 Memphis home sales se
t record
The Memphis residential real estate market ended the
year with recordbreaking totals, according to the Memphis
Area Association of Realtors. Low interest rates, low un—
employment and a strong local economy combined to make
1998 the best year on record in both the number of homes
sold and total dollar volume sales.
The Multiple Listing Service reported 13,560 homes sold
through Dec. 31, 1998. This represents a 16 percent increase
over the record year—end total of 1997 (11,684 sales).
MLS also reported a 22.3 percent increase in the total
dollar volume of homes sold in 1998, over 1997s total. At
the end of the 1998, the total dollar volume of homes sold
was $1,781,594,160, compared to $1,457,076,588 in 1997.
Dollar volume of sales shows the total monetary value of
all MLS homes sold and is the primary indicator used by
real estate professionals to judge their productivity.
"Even though 1998 wasn‘t predicted to be as good as
1997, we were able to end the year with the total number of
homes sold surpassing last year‘s record by over 16 per—
cent," said MAAR President Doug Collins. "It‘s great to
see that we proved the prognosticators wrong. Recent in—
creases in the limits of FHA—insured loans and THDA loans
when combined with the strength of the Memphis economy
should provide our industry with another very good year
in 1999, even if it does not reach the dizzying heights of
1998."
MLS reports that 1,017 homes were sold through MLS
in December 1998, up 5.7 percent from the 962 homes sold
in November, and up 15.2 percent from the 883 homes sold
in December 1997.
The median sales prices of MLS homes sold in Decem—
ber and for all of 1998 were $118,000 and $113,500, respec—
tively. Best—selling price ranges for 1998 were $100,000 —
$119,999 (1,366 sales); $120,000 — $139,999 (1,335 sales), and
$140,000 — $159,999 (1,136 sales).
The inventory ofhomes for sale at year—end stood at 5,257
at the end of December, down from 5,527 as of Nov. 30, and






Friday — Saturday — 9 p.m. until ?
Sunday — 6 p.m. until ?
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Dinner: Sun.—Thur., 5 p.m. till 10 p.m.
Dinner: Fri. & Sat., 5 p.m. till 11 p.m.
The Chicago Steakhouse
Gold Strike Casino Resort — Tunica
(601) 357—1225
Sun. —Thurs., 5 p.m. to 11 p.m.





Lunch: Mon.—Fri., 11:30 a.m. till 2 p.m.









Mon.—Thu., 11 a.m. till 10 p.m.
Fri., 11 a.m. till 11 p.m.
Sat., 11:30 a.m. till 11 p.m.
Sun., 11:30 a.m. till 10 p.m.
The Bourbon Street Cafe




Champagne Brunch: Sun., 11:30 a.m. till 2 p.m.
Dinner: Sun.—Thur., 5 p.m. till 10 p.m., and Fri. & Sat.,
5 p.m.till 11 p.m.
(901) 726—4372
Mon.—Sat., 11 a.m. till 2 a.m,




Sunday, 5 p.m. till 1 a.m.
Mon.—Thur., 5 p.m. till 1 a.m.




Lunch: 11 a.m.till 2:30 p.m., 7 days a week
Dinner: Sun.—Thur., 5:30 p.m. till 10 p.m., and Fri. & Sat., 5:30
p.m. till 11 p.m.
Molly Gonzales‘ La Casita Mexican Restaurant
2006 MadisonAve.
(901) 726—1873
Lunch and Dinner: Mon.—Thur., 11 a.m. till 10 p.m.; Fri., 11 a.m.




Open 11 a.m. to 3 a.m. seven days a week, year—round.








Mon.—Sat., 11 a.m. till3 a.m.











Look what she said
"Akiss is a lovely trick designed by nature to stop speech
when words become superfluous."—Ingrid Bergman
(Commencement address to Wellesley College.)
"And who knows? Somewhere out there in this au—
dience may even be someone who will one day fol—
low in my footsteps, and preside over the White
House as the president‘s spouse. I wish him well."—
Barbara Bush
"It doesn‘t make any difference what you do in the bed—
room as long as you don‘t do it in the street and frighten
the horses."—Mrs. Patrick Campbell
"It‘s one of the tragic ironies of the theatre that only one
man in it can count on steady work: the night watchman."
Tallulah Bankhead
"One is not born a woman, one becomes one."—Simone
de Beauvoir
"‘The fragrance always stays in the hand that gives the
rose."—Hada Bejar &
"Dogs come when they‘re called. Cats take a message
and get back to you."—Mary Bly
"When the sun comes up, I have morals again."—Elayne
Boosler
"There are two ways of meeting difficulties. You alter
the difficulties or you alter yourself to meet them."—Phyllis
Bottome
"If we had no winter, the spring would not be so pleas—
ant; if we did not sometimes taste of adversity, prosperity
would not be so welcome."—Anne Bradstreet
"Prejudices, it is well known, are most difficult to eradi—
cate from the heart whose soil has never been loosened or
fertilized by education; they grow there, firm as weeds
among rocks."—Charlotte Bronte
"If the world were a logical place, men would ride side—
saddle."—Rita Mae Brown
"What a wonderful life I‘ve had! I onlywish I‘d realized
it sooner."
"Romance is the glamour which turns the dust of every-v
day life into a golden haze."—Amanda Cross
B E T T ER THA N OE V E R
né
9 P M. IN OT HE MILL
T H EA TRE — TICKETS
E N NJ U M
s3 6 & 53 9
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ANY TICKETMASTER OUTLET, OR CALL 1 888 24K—PLAY.
We‘re So Vegas Even Vegas Is Impressed.









Advice on everything, and we mean EVERYTHING!
  
Five years ago I injured my spinal cord in a car acci—
dent and as a result I am in a wheelchair, paralyzed from
the waist down. My situation is further complicated by
the fact that I have had to move back home with my par—
ents due to financial reasons. I am planning to attend col—
lege in the spring, and hope to be able to live indepen—
dently. During the past five years I have come to realize
that I am gay, and now I am concerned about how I can
ever participate in the gay/lesbian world. It seems most
socialization takes place in the bars and it‘s not likely
anyone will be asking me to dance. Have any suggestions
about how a healthy paraplegic can meet other lesbians?
Ok, if you are planning to attend The University of Mem—
phis there is a gay students group, BGALAon campus. That
would be a way for you to meet people outside the bar
scene. I don‘t know your religious preferences but there
are also several gay churches in Memphis. Pay attention to
local events sponsored by the gay/lesbian community, and
let‘s face it we are everywhere...so there‘s not many places
you will go and not run across "family." You might con—
sider forming a group for other disabled lesbians.
The important thing is to get out there and meet people.
I know you are nervous about meeting new people, but
aren‘t we all? Don‘t let your disability limit you anymore
than it already has, it‘s what you think about yourself that
matters. You can‘t just sit around hoping Ms. Right will
come along, girl you have got to go find her. In the mean—
time, by becoming involved in gay/lesbian organizations
and activities you will have the opportunity to make
friends, which can be just as important.
Ok, as with most on—line relationships, I had no idea I
would ever have one in the first place!!!! I began talking
with this guy about six months ago in a local M4M chat
room. Being younger and stupider when I first got my
internet connection, I lied to him. I NEVER IN A MIL—
LION YEARS thought I would fall for him the way I have
and I don‘t know what to do. He is madly in love with
me because we are so compatible. He said that he has
found his soulmate... AND IT IS ME!! It is. I swear. We
are, honest to God, meant for each other. We have talked
on the phone and each conversation lasts for hours. I‘ve
seen him around, at concerts and stuff, because he sent
me his picture. I see him everywhere almost. Thing is, I
lied to him about my age; I am 23 (even though he‘s barely
two years older). I lied kinda about my looks (I said my
eyes were blue when they‘re brown) and I lied about some
other little stupid things. Thing is, I didn‘t know six
months ago that I could even end up liking anyone
through typing to them. Six months ago, I thought that
there is no way in heck I‘d ever meet someone off the
Internet. Now that the "You‘ve Got Mail" movie is out,
he‘s begging me to see it with him, and that would be our
first date. He‘s seriously in love with me and I don‘t know
what to do. He even told his family about me. Oh yeah,
and I lied to him about my name which makes every—
thing 10 times worse. I‘m such a dummy. Someone please
tell me what to do before I kill him and myself with a
broken heart.
Thank you!
Whoa! Well, first things first...you should be ashamed
of yourself for lying and playing games with someone‘s
feelings as you have done. I would questionif you were
mature enough to really maintain the type of relationship
you say that you are seeking. The only thing lying gets you
is more lies. Sooner or later you will be forced to come out
of that fantasy land you have made for yourself. Chances
are that after six months, considering you guys live in the
same town, your on—line buddy has questioned as to why
you guys haven‘t already met. The best thing for you to do
is come clean with your Romeo before he cleans house. If
it‘s truly love, and not infatuation, something as small as
eye color might not matter to him as much. However, he is
smitten with someone named "Ralph" when in reality he
has been talking to "Deceptive Bob." I would hope that
you have learned your lesson and remember that honesty
is always the best policy.
 
Questions are answered by two people, a gay male and a les—
bian, in an attempt to get the best and mostfair answers possible.
Each person has a bachelor‘s degree in the counselingfield and
are pursuing their master‘s degrees in counseling. The opinions
expressed are not necessarily those of the magazine. For serious
problems, seek professional help. Send questions to Family &

























60 S$. Front Street —,
Memphis, TN 38103(901) 578—V.1.B.E.(800) 542—2481
  
SATUPUAYS ccececccccccccccces11 p.m. til 6 a.m.$7cover complimentarygiveawaysShowTime@ 1 a.m.D.J. Tank spinning Old School, Hip Hop, R&@B, House.
Sundays .............I1 p.m. til 2:30 a.m.50¢ Draft BeerNOCOVERCHARGE(Cover Charge on Special Events, Pageants, etc. )
Mondays ............ MONDAYNIGHTMADNESS25¢ Hot Wings 50¢ Draft$1.75 Budweiser LongnecksNOCOVERwith D.J. spinningDoors open @ 10:30 p.m. til 2 a.m.
 
VALENTINEDAYSPECIAI;WEEKENDSATURDAY&SUNDAY
withTHEBEST ofFemaleEntertainment Hostedby Big Daddy,
| Felay&TARProductions Showtimes 12:30 Sharp
********Must have positive 1.D./21 to drink affair
*1i1+++++*+** Available for Private Rentals on Fridays ...... Contact Kiki for











































Gold Strike Casino Resort
‘80s rocker Rick Springfieldto take stage
Rick Springfield, who has sold more than 15 million
records during a career that has spanned more than 30 years,
will perform two shows in Gold Strike Casino Resort‘s state—
of—the—art Millennium Theatre. The shows are set for Thurs—
day, Feb. 18, at 8 p.m., and Friday, Feb. 19, at 9 p.m. And if
. advance ticket sales are any indication, it promises to be a
night to remember.
"He is one of the most famous idols of the 1980s, but he
is still very popular today, as evident in his strong ticket
sales still more than a month away from his concert," said
Randall C. Roberts, general manager of Gold Strike Casino
Resort.
"Rick Springfield is an accomplished singer, songwriter
and musician and has won not only a Grammy award for
Best Male Vocalist, but also three American Music Awards,"
Roberts continued. "The Millennium Theatre is the perfect >
venue to showcase his exceptional talents."
Born in Australia, Springfield‘s career has spanned more
than 30 years. His multi—platinum albums include Working









Among his 17 singles to reach the Top 20 are "Jesse‘s Girl,"
"Don‘t Talk To Strangers," "Affair Of The Heart," "Human
Touch," "Love Somebody," "I‘ve Done Everything For You"
and "Bop ‘Til You Drop." f
His acting career began in 1973, and includes guest ap—
pearances on "The Rockford Files," "Battlestar Gallactica"
and "The Incredible Hulk." His most famous role, how—/
ever, was that of Dr. Noah Drake, which he played forj
year and a half on the popular daytime drama "Gener
Hospital." He also has just completed his third season oh
the worldwide syndicated television series, "High Tlde,
as well as a feature film, Legion.
Tickets are $20 and $25 and area available at the Mlllen—
nium Theatre Box Office or by calling or visiting any Tick
etMaster outlet.
Gold Strike Casino Resort is located 15 minutes south of
Memphis in Robinsonville, Miss. Gold Strike is providing
a new standard in Las Vegas—style fun, food and entertain—
ment, including a 31—story hotel tower, which at 317 feet, is
one of the largest buildings in Mississippi.
 
Write to Straight Up at
P.O. Box 771948, Memphis, TN 38177—1948
 
Playhouse on the Square —|| _
presents $
Steve Martin‘s
PICASSO AT THE LAPIN AGILE
directed by Russell Kaplan
Pablo Picasso and Albert Einstein share j
riddles andponder love, talent and fame {f














. e Coahtlon forGay &IesbxanRehgmusAffalrs w.
_ invites everyone toa prayerservice andfree lecture __
by Chris Glaser.
The Coalition forGay&Lesblan RehgmusAffalrs'
 
Neshoba UUC to host
art works by H.E. Bass
On Jan. 31, an exhibit by
Mississippi artist H.E. Bass
opened at Neshoba Unitar—
ian Universalist Church in
the Brookhaven Office Cen—
ter at 8580 Cordes Circle in
Germantown.
Bass has been painting
portraits and regional land—
scapes for more than 25
years. Her success in portrai—
ture and her love of blues
music have inspired her to
record the contemporary
North Mississippi blues mu—
sic scene. The present show
includes a portrait of local
blues celebrity R.L. Burnside.
The late greatbluesmenJun—
ior Kimbrough, Johnny
Woods and Lonnie Pitchford,
are portrayed as they per—







"juke joints" and "tonks"
where authentic blues can
still be heard.
The paintings will be on
display at the church
throughout the monthof
February. Neshoba Unitar—




Jamie Anderson in Concert!
Singer — Songwriter — Comic —
Parking Lot, Attendant










Sam‘s Townto host Village People
With the resurgence of ‘80s music sweeping the country,
a list of popular songs and artists isn‘t complete without
the Village People.
That popular band from the ‘70s and ‘80s will take the
stage in Sam‘s Town Hotel & Gambling Hall‘s 1,600—seat
River Palace Arena on Friday, Feb. 19, at 9 p.m.
The Village People was the brainchild of producer/
composer Jacques Morall, after discovering Fellpe per—
forming in his Native American regalla in New York‘s
Greenwich Village.
The visual image inspired Morall and partner Henri
Belolo to create a vocal group based on strong American
male stereotypes. After selling millions of records world—
wide and performing all around the world, the group is
still going strong.
The group continues to perform for audiences and re—
ceive rave reviews such as "One of the most fun acts the
world has ever seen!," said Dick Clark on his ABC "Rockin‘
New Year‘s Eve" television special; "Better than beer! An












ern Washington State University; "The crowd went berserk
for the legendary Village People," reported Village Voice in
New York City, and "Village People took the crowd by
storm," wrote the London Evening Standard.
Most widely known for hits such as 1978‘s "Macho Man"
and "YMCA," 1979‘s "In The Navy" and 1981‘s "Do You
Wanna Spend The Night," the Village People have released
14 albums, four of which were greatest hits compilations,
and 14 12—inch records, including 1989‘s Remix: The Hits.
Of the group‘s 14 albums, three achieved gold status and
four reached platinum status.
Tickets to see the Village People‘s Feb. 19 performance
are $30 and $25. Tickets are available at the River Palace
Arena Box Office, all TicketMaster locations or can be
charged by telephone at (901) 525—1515.
Sam‘s Town Hotel & Gambling Hall, located just south of
Memphis on Casino Strip Boulevard, features five restau—
rants including the world—famous Corky‘s Barbecue; 860 ho—
tel rooms and suites; 1,900 slot machines and 78 table games.
For more information on Sam‘s Town, call (800) 456—0711.
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Benefit set for Alzheimer‘s group
The Alzheimer‘s Association, Memphis Area Office, has
announced plans for its upcoming theater gala, "An Evening
to Remember." The gala will be held at Theatre Memphis on
Monday, Feb. 8. A cocktail supper will be served at 6:30 p.m.
and the performance will begin at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $50
per person. For more information, call (901) 565—0011.
Crisis Center plans training
Family Services of the Mid—South is seeking volunteers
for its Crisis Center and has announced a training work—
shop for those wishing to participate. The workshop will
be held on two consecutive Saturdays, Feb. 20 and 27, from
8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. Reservations to attend can be made by
calling the volunteer coordinator at (901) 274—7477.
Adult teachers are needed
Isn‘t it something you have always wanted to do? Teach
an adult to read? For as little as two hours a week, you can
help an adult learner improve his/her reading and writing
skills. Day tutors are needed. Adult learners are eagerly
awaiting your assistance. Call The Memphis Literacy Coun—
cil at (901) 327—6000. Training sessions are held every month.
Group plans Internet seminar
A seminar — Hello World "A Personal Tour of the
Internet" will be presented by Cindy O‘Neal on Saturday,
Feb. 13, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at International Paper, 6400
Poplar, Tower I in the Pecan/Cypress Room. O‘Neal, known
as "Mrs. Wizard," is a Cotton Belle member and creator of
"The O‘Neal Solution," which offers computer training and
solutions to computer problems — shortcuts, tricks and
traps. Cost of the seminar is $15 with box lunch included.
Please contact Johnnye Hogan at (901) 754—2297 for tickets.
Questions from those new to the Internet as well as ad—
vanced users are welcome.
CPA society offers free tax gulde
Individual and small business taxpayers wanting to take
full advantage of tax benefits available to them can begin
the new year with a free copy of the 1998 Tax Guide, a joint
venture between the Tennessee Society of Certified Public
Accountants and the Nashville Business Journal. To receive
a copy, send a stamped, self—addressed, business—size en—
velope to TSCPA Tax Guide Offer, P.O. Box 187, Brentwood,
TN 37024—0187.
Ole Miss set to honor Gershwin
Three internationally—acclaimed musicians will pay
tribute to American musical icon George Gershwin, a
much—loved composer, in what is being billed/as a spir—
ited and fun—filled concert Feb. 2 at 8 p.m. at The Univer—
sity of Mississippi. Tickets are $8 for adults, $5 for chil—
dren and $3 for Ole Miss students. They can be purchased
at the door or reserved by calling the Central Ticket Of—
fice at (601) 232—7411.
Swing dance classes are set
The Memphis Jewish Community Center will offer
swing and ballroom dance classes with Susan Skow. The
swing class will emphasize basic steps and variations in
the single, double and triple swing, including three
swing—line dances. Ballroom dance will emphasize the
fox trout, waltz and tango. The focus of the course is to
get folks on the dance floor. Classes will take place from
Feb. 8 to March 1. Call the MJCC at (901) 761—0810 for
schedules and registration.
Circuit to hold auditions
Circuit Playhouse will hold auditions for Pageant, a
musical comedy, on Feb. 7 at 2 p.m. and Feb. 9 at 7 p.m.
Needed are seven men ages 18 to 30 to play beauty contes—
tants or MC. Dress to move and prepare a song from a
Broadway musical. Must be able to sing, act and move well
in high heels.
Billy Joel to play The Pyramid
The Piano Man Billy Joel will return to Memphis on Feb.
19 at 8 p.m. to perform at The Pyramid. Tickets are $40.50
plus an applicable service charge. Tickets are available at
all TicketMaster locations or can be charged by telephone
at (901) 525—1515.
Black History Awards are slated
On Sunday, Feb. 28, at 6:30 p.m., the Second Annual Black
History Awards will be held at the New Memphis Marriott,
located at 250 North Main Street in downtown Memphis.
The awards will pay honor to past and present African—
American role models who have achieved success and have
contributed to the growth of the community as well as the
history of this country. Tickets are $775 per table. For more




Been a long time since
you rock ‘n‘ rolled?
   
 
    
  













ing is a fried—egg sandwich or a pot pie. To this day, I hate
pot pies. f
Wednesday nights you go back for more of the same.
You get so much religion, it‘s a relief to go to school, if you
can believe that.
You have to give 10 percent of your income to the church.
Then the head males in the church — the deacons — argue
over how to spend your money. Some want to build a ban—
quet room with faux wood paneling where they can serve
copious quantities of potato salad at "fellowship" gather—
ings. Others want to re—carpet the halls in Blood—of—the—
Lamb red. Whoever loses the debate over how to spend
your money leaves the church, huffing that the congrega—
tion is not following the path of righteousness. They go to
the righteous SoB church across town. That church occa—
sionally sends its disgruntled members to your church. This
is the SoB method of replenishing the gene pool.
As a SoB, you are taught that everyone in every other
religion is going to Hell. This fact saddens you for a mo—
ment but then you think, "Hey, with all the religions in the
world I sure am lucky to be in God‘s." But then you find
out that the folks in the Church of Christ think "you‘re"
going to Hell.
Whatever causes a person to become one, there‘s no
question that being a practicing SoB is a choice. Thus, they
should have the same civil rights that gays and lesbians
enjoy. That means they shouldn‘t be allowed in the mili—
tary and shouldn‘t be allowed to marry. Sex between them
should be a crime. And, for God‘s sake, don‘t let them near
any children. They recruit, you know.
Still, our approach to individuals caught up in the SoB
lifestyle should be one of tolerance, compassion, and un—
derstanding. Many of them are just like you and me. They
obey the law, work hard, and are kind and caring people.
Don‘t judge all of them on the basis ofwhat the few loud,
obnoxious, and flamboyant ones do. After all, you may have
one living next to you. There may even. be a SoB in your
own family.
Love the ignorant; hate the ignorance, I always say.
Dale Carpenter, an attorney, is a national regional direc—
tor ofLog Cabin Republicans. He is the winner oftwo Vice
Versa awardsfor Excellence in the Gay and Lesbian Press.
He can be reached care of this publication or at
OutRight@aol.com.
CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT
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Wewould like to thank these busmesses and organizations for being a distribution pomt .
for Family & Friends. Pleasevisit them and let them know you appreciate their support.
If you would like to bea distribution point for Family & Friends, please contact us at
(901) 682—2669, fax at (901) 685—2234 or E—mail at FamilyMag@aolcom.
BARS _
+501 Club, 111 N. Claybrook
* Amnesia, 2866 Poplar — —
* Autumn Street Pub, 1349Autumn
* Backstreet, 2018 CourtSt.
* Chaos, 60 S. Front St..
* Crossroads, 1278 Jefferson
* J—Wag‘s, 1268 Madison
e Leland‘s Pub, 5538 Summer
* Lorenze, 1528 Madison — _
e Madison Flame, 1588 Madison
* N—Cognito, 338 S. Front
* One More, 2117 Peabody. i
* Pipeline Memphis, 1382.Poplar s
* The Jungle, 1474 Madison Wis
* The Other Side 3883 Hwy 45N.JacksonTenn .
RESTAURANTS
* Arizona, 903 S Cooper _.
* The BourbonStreetCaf
Suites, 2144 Madison
*» In the Grove, 2865 WalnutGr
* Neil‘s, 1835 Madiso
GROUPS &
* BGALA(U of M Students for BisexuGay land_
Lesbian Awareness) —
* FriendsforLife, 1450 PoplarAve
« MAGY (Memphrs Area ay Youth)
 
    
CHURCHES |
*First Congregational Church, 246 S Watkins
* Holy Trinity Comm. Church, 1559 MadisonAve.
* Living Word Christian Church, 340 N Garland
_+ Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church, Cordes
Circle, Germantown, Tenn.
* SafeHarborMetropolitan Commumty Church,
_ Good Shepherd Chapel, Union Ave. Umted Meth—
_ odist Church, Cooper & Union
RETAIL
+ Dabbles HairCompany, 19N Cooper
_ « Fairview Liquor Store, 739East Reed Rd.,
Greenville, Miss.
* GatewayTravel, 2090 Overton Square Lane
* iNZ& OUTZ, 553 S. Cooper
_ * Star Search Video, 1411 Poplar Ave.
« WildOats Market, 1801 UnionAve.
oWald Oats Market, 5101 SanderlinAve
BOOKSTORES r
«Barnes &Noble Booksellers, 6 f
«Barnes & Noble Booksellers,Wolfchase Galleria —
. * Borders Books & Music, 6685PoplarAve.
___ * Davis—Kidd Bookseller&Cafe, 38 Perkins Extd.
_+ Deliberate Literate, 1997 Union £





Celebrity auction is set to benefit Hope House
A celebrity auction to
benefit Hope House is
scheduled for Saturday, Feb.
13, at Harrah‘s Entertain—
ment Inc. on Cherry Road.
A spectacular array of
items will be up for auction
from such celebrities as Joe
DiMaggio, Tricia Yearwood,
Quentin Tarantino and Mel
Gibson. In addition to the
numerous celebrity—related
items, the auction also will
include many fine decorat—
ing, collectible and art items.




sational buffet, an open bar
and live entertainment.
"This auction will have
something for everyone,
whether they are a sports or
celebrity fan, or a collector of
fine art," said Honorary
Chairperson Sally Shy. "The
money raised will directly
support Hope House, a local
program that cares for the ti—
niest victims of the HIV/
AIDS epidemic permeating
through our community."
Tickets are $50 per person
if purchased before Feb. 1,
Stop by the Orpheum Store at Oak Court Mall, Orpheum
Box Office, allflit locations
or call 525—1515 today!
$60 per person thereafter,
and can be obtained by call—
ing (901) 272—2702, ext. 17.
Only 200 tickets are avail—
able and guests are urged to
reserve their tickets early.
The evening will begin at
7 p.m. with the auction pre—
view. The live auction will
be from 8 to 9:30 p.m., fol—
lowed by entertainment un—
til 11 p.m. The buffet and bar


















Awomen desperately looking for work goes into Erwin.
The Personal Manager goes over her resume and explains
to her that he regrets he has nothing worthy of her. The
woman answers that she really needs work and will take
almost anything. The Personal Manager hums and haws
and finally says he does have a low skill job on the "Tickle
Me Elmo" line and nothing else. The woman happily ac—
cepts. He takes her down to the line and explains her du—
ties and that she should be in at 8:00 a.m. the next day. The
next day at 8:45 there‘s a knock at the Personal Manager‘s
door. The "Tickle Me Elmo" line manager comes in and
starts ranting about the woman just hired. After scream—
ing for 15 minutes about how badly backed up the assem—
bly line is the Personal Manager suggested he show him
the problem. Together they head down to the line and sure
enough Elmos are backed up from here to kingdom come.
Right at the end of the line is the woman just hired, she has
pulled over a roll of the material used for the Elmos and
has a big bag of marbles. They both watch as she cuts a
little piece of fabric and takes 2 marbles and starts sowing
them between Elmo‘s legs. The personal managers starts
to kill himself laughing and finally after 20 minutes of roll—
ing around he pulls himself together and walks over to the
new employee and says: "I‘m sorry I guess you misunder—
stood me yesterday. What I wanted you to do was give
Elmo two test tickles."
INIZ & OIMZ
CARDSAND GIFTS
553 S. COOPER » MEMPHIS, TN 38104
(901) 728—6535
GIFTS + PRIDE ITEMS
* FURNISHINGS « CARDS » ADULT
NOVELTIES
Great Selection of Valentine‘s Day Cards
 
Mon. — Wed. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Thurs. — Sat. 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.






the One About ... .
  
Alady is giving a party for her granddaughter and has
gone all out — caterer, band and a hired clown. Just before
the party starts, two bums show up looking for a handout.
Feeling sorry for the bums, the woman tells them that they
can get a meal if they will chop some wood out back. Grate—
fully, they head to the rear of the house.
Guests arrive, and all is going well, with the children
having a wonderful time. But, the clown has not shown up
and finally, the clown calls to report that he is stuck in traf—
fic and will probably not make the party at all.
The woman is very disappointed and unsuccessfully
tries to entertain the children herself. She happens to look
out the window and sees one of the bums doing cartwheels
across the lawn. She watches in awe as he swings from tree
branches, does midair flips and leaps high in the air.
She speaks to the otherbum and says, "What your friend is
doing is absolutely marvelous. I have never seen such a thing.
Do you think your friend would consider repeating this per—
formance for the children at the party? I would pay him $50!"
Other bum says, "Well, I dunno. Let me ask him." He
then turned to Willie and yelled, "Hey Willie! For $50,
would you chop off another toe?" 7
You know it‘s going to be a rotten day when...
You wake up face down on the pavement.
You put your bra on backwards and it fits better.
You see a "60 Minutes" news team waiting in your office.
Yourbirthday cake collapses from the weight of the candles.
You want to put on the clothes you wore home from the
party and there aren‘t any.
You turn on the news and they‘re showing emergency
routes out of the city.
Your twin sister forgot your birthday.
You wake up and discover your waterbed broke, and
then you realize you don‘t have a waterbed!!
Your car horn goes off accidentally and remains stuck as —
you follow a group of Hell‘s Angels on the freeway.
Your boss tells you not to bother to take your coat off.
The bird singing outside your window is a buzzard.
You wake up and your braces are locked together.
You call your answering service and they tell you it‘s —
none of your business!!
Your blind date turns out to be your ex—wife!
Your income tax check bounces.






z  Zoomating is planned
Back by popular demand —get wild this Valentine‘s Dayat the Memphis Zoo‘s sexiest safari! Now you too can learnabout the finer points of critter courtship and the answer
to that age—old question: How do porcupines "do it?"More than just the birds and the bees, this stimulatingevent will feature wine, hors d‘ceuvres and everything frommonkey business to muskrat love. So, slip into somethingmore comfortable and head to the Cat House (Cafe, thatis!) where you‘ll find splendor in the grass with the Zoo‘sown version of Dr. Ruth, Zoo keeper Richard Meek, onThursday, Feb. 11, from 7 to 9 p.m. /
The Mating Game, presented by the Memphis chapterof the American Association of Zoo Keepers (AAZK), isopen to anyone age 21 and older. Tickets are $35 for mem—bers, $40 for non—members. Attendance is limited to 100,so order your tickets early by calling (901) 725—3400, ext._ 3149. All proceeds go to benefit AAZK conservation edu—_ cation programs, and remember — wild things don‘t allow
any heavy petting!
Windbags to give show
of Celtic music at CBU
John Skelton, flute, bombardes, veuze, bodhran and
whistle; Pat O‘Gorman, Highland bagpipes, biniou koz,
flute and whistle; Jerry O‘Sullivan, uillean pipes, Highland —
bagpipes, Scottish smallpipes and whistle, and Tony Cuffe,
vocals, guitar, Celtic harp and whistle, are the Windbags.
The Windbags will perform in concert at 4 p.m. on Sun—
day, Feb. 7, at Christian Brothers University‘s Spain Audi—
torium. Tickets are $20 in advance and $25 at the door. A
reception will follow the concert.
Advance tickets may be purchased at the following loca—
tions: Otherlands Cafe & Exotic Gifts (641 South Cooper, (901)
278—4994); Outdoors Inc. (1710 Union Avenue, (901) 722—
8988); Xanadu Bookstore (7235 Winchester, (901) 757—9885),






. B.J. Massengale, Owner        
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Feb. 14
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IMAX to take folks to The Greatest Places
Experience seven wonders of the natural world, some
of the most exotic and colorful places on Earth, unbeliev—
ably gorgeous in the full glory of the giant IMAX screen.
Your guided tour of The Greatest Places on Earth begins
Jan. 30, in the Union Planters IMAX Theater at the Pink Pal—
ace Museum. The large format film immerses the viewer in
the virtual vacation of a lifetime to some of the most striking
landscapes on the face of our incredibly diverse planet.
Narrated by Star Trek‘s "Deep Space Nine" television
star Avery Brooks, the film begins with a computer—gener—
ated geological history of how the Earth‘s continents were
formed 250 million years ago from the break—up of one
supercontintent. A satellite‘s—eye view of the amazing places
about to be explored pinpoints them on the globe.
Viewers will experience places they may never get to visit,
in some of the most exotic locales around the globe: Mada—
gascar, island home to 400 species of amphibians and rep—
tiles, two thirds of the world‘s chameleons and the only place
on Earth where lemurs exist in the wild; Greenland, with its
spectacular ice caps and iceberg—calving glaciers; Tibet, the
largest up—lifted land area in the world with its rich and
unique culture; the Amazon River, the largest, longest and
widest river on Earth, flowing through the Tambopata rain
forest where colorful parrots play; Iguazu Falls, where the
plateau abruptly ends in a 70—meter plunge of 275 distinct
#
Houseofs
944 South Cooper Street
(901) 272—2777
To find out about adopting a cat, call TODAY
Operating on donations ofmoney and supplies, theHouse ofMews is a commu—nity servicefeline sanctuaryrun by a group ofvolunteerscalled the Puddy Tat Protec—tors. Part oftheir mission isto rescue, careforandadopthomeless cats in the area.Since it was begun, theyhavefound homesfor morethan 1,900 cats.
 












BEST FOOD IN MID—TOWN
OPEN 7 Days A Week, 11 a.m. to 3 a.m.













_ public of Bulgaria and The Trust for Museum Exhibitions,
Brooks hosts two fantastic
exhibits during February
Memphis Brooks Museum of Art is hosting two great
exhibits this month.
"Ancient Gold: The Wealth of the Thracians—Treasures
from the Republic of Bulgaria" is on exhibit now through
March 14. s
Encompassing much of the land that is modern Bulgaria,
ancient Thrace commanded an enormous territory between
the Aegean Sea, the Carpathian Mountains and the Timok
and Dniepr rivers. More than 200 brilliant gold and silver
items excavated from 15 royal sites dating from 1200 BC to
400 BC recall the words of Homer and Herodotus, where
Thracian rulers were larger than life. This warrior nation
challenged the world with military might and a love of
beautiful objects and was all but forgotten until now. This




Special admission prices are in effect for this exhibit. They
are $8 for adults, $7 for seniors (age 65+), and $5 for stu—
dents with ID. Accoutiguide audio tour is included.
"Micha Bar—Am: An Israeli Photob10graphy" also is avail—
able now through April 25.
Born in Berlin, Micha Bar—Am grew up in Palestine, was
active in the prestate underground, and at an early age be—
gan using a camera to document the changes taking place in
his country. Bar—Am was the New York Times‘ photographic
correspondent in Israel from 1968—1992. He has essentially
photographed every event of importance in Israeli history,
including the Dead Sea Scrolls, the Eichmann trial, the waves
of immigration and the country‘s periodic wars. In 1998, Is—
rael celebrated its first half—century as an independent state.
Prices for admission to "Micha Bar—Am: An Israeli
Photobiography" are $5 for adults, $4 for seniors and $2
for students with ID.
The Memphis Brooks Museum of Art, the oldest and TURN BACK THE CLOCK & CET READY To rock!
largest fine arts institution in Tennessee, is located in
Overton Park, 1934 Poplar Avenue. Hours of operation are pmN FlELD
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.; Wednes—
day, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Sunday
11:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. They are closed on Mondays.
For more information, call the museum at (901) 722—3500.
oAdielOn e P
WEBSlTE A T TICKETS AVAIL‘ABLE AiT ANY TICKETMASTER OUTLET, OR CALL 1 888 24K—PLAY
.htm!
OR E—MAIL US AT ]
FamllyMag @ aOl.00m ©1999 Circus Circus Enterprises. Inc
We‘re So Vegas Even Vegas Is Impressed.
  
 




   
  
Enjoying the Lesbian Dinner
Club are Miki, left, and B.J.
Posing for the camera at the
Lesbian Dinner Club, held at In
The Grove, are, clockwise from
right, Carol, Kathleen and
Susan.
Jayde welcomes guests at Amnesia.
Helping Beverly Hills, center, get ready for the drag show at
Backstreet are Tony, left,
Taking part in the first—ever Lesbian
Dinner Club at In The Grove were, from
left, Lucy, Carol, Camille and Tammy.
LEFT: Backstreet bartenders Byron








UofM to offer Zlclasses
to help new businesses
The University of Mem—
phis is offering two training
programs designed to help
entrepreneurs launch new
businesses or to develop ex—
isting ventures.
The Premier FastTrac
classes, sponsored by the
University‘s Memphis En—
trepreneurship Institute,
will be taught during Feb—
ruary and March by suc—
cessful business people
who have extensive real—
_ world experience in start—
ing or developing a busi—
ness. The institute is an arm
of the Fogelman College of
Business and Economics.
FastTrac, a program devel—
oped by the Entrepreneur—
ial Education Foundation of







to Dr. Barry Gilmore, an as—
sociate professor ofmanage—
ment and interim di—
rector of the Entrepre—
neurship Institute.
The programs are de—
signed to give busi—
ness owners practical
management skills, to
locate resources for fi—
nancial, marketing
and operational plans
and to prepare for
starting or growth of
their business, he said.
The spring
FastTrac II classes, de—
signed to help entre—
preneurs build their
business, will being
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Tuesday, Feb. 16, at the
Fogelman College and at the
Hampton Inn on Goodman
Road in DeSoto County,
Miss. The class will meet
each Tuesday at 6 p.m. for
13 weeks. Among the topics
covered in the course will be
surviving in a competitive
market, building a manage—
ment team and managing fi—
nancial operations.
‘FastTrac I classes, de—
signed to help entrepre—
neurs launch their business
ventures, will meet at 6
p.m. Mondays at the
Fogelman College begin—
ning March 1. During the
11—week course, students
will deal with issues such





courses are available from
the Memphis Entrepreneur—
ship Institute by calling





































   
VPIa houseonthe S uare
Spendaneyemn Iw1th acouple of great guys: Pablo
4 instein. Comedian Steve Martin‘s
?ieassoat the Lapin Agile is on stage  
The setting is a Parisian bistro in 1904. The plot
ernsanentirely imaginary meeting (well, it could
ive taken place) between these two 20th Century .
giants,thenyoungmen on the brink of greatness %
 
    
  
   
 
| gométsoff agams’c eachother: Pmasso
, bold, an outlandish (and successful)
stem quiet meek, a wannabeLotharlo
forchaeso at the Lapm Agile, whlch IS»
1GflbertLmda Sowell andSoweII
t8p.m. andSundaysat2pm.PayWhat :



























Tips help kids feel good about themselves
The following is a list of tips parents can use to help their
children feel good about themselves and build their self—
esteem. The key concept underlying these suggestions is
to respect each child as a person.
* Spend at least five minutes a day alone with your child.
Really listen to your child and give genuine positive feed—
back during this time. j
* Praise and encourage your child‘s efforts not justhis
or her product.
* Don‘t talk down to your child. Take his or her prob—
lems and feelings seriously. Your child‘s problems are very
real and serious to him or her.
* Focus on your child‘s strengths rather than his or her
weaknesses. Help the child find their strengths and to build
and use them.
* Allow your child to do for him or herself what they
can do. If you do everything for them, they will think that
they are not competent. The more skills they have, the more
successes they will have in their life.
* Provide opportunities for your child to develop new
skills and to have new experiences. Skills that have high
peer value will have added value. Allow time for experi—
* Model the kind of behavior you want your child to
have. The manner in which you deal with stress will prob—
ably be the way he or she will behave under stress.
* Give your child an allowance and an opportunity to
earn money. Encourage him or her to budget the money
and make decisions concerning it. It is not your responsi—
bility to give him or her everything they want. Make a dis—
tinction between "wants" and "needs."
* Set limits and be consistent in enforcing these limits.
You, as the parent, will need to establish these rules when
he or she is young. However, as they mature allow them
to be involved in the rule making. This will illicit more
motivation to cooperate with you and not to rebel against
the rules. I
* Help your child learn to accept responsibility for his
or her actions. You are not helping your child to mature
into a responsible adult if you bail him or her out every
time they makea mistake. We all learn from our mistakes,
and we will have greater success when allowed to take
some risks and to turn our mistakesinto building blocks
for more success.
From Educational Update, Jane N. Hannah, ED.D., Win—
 
ences that are not competitive.
Rhode‘s college assistant professor
of history Gail S. Murray believes that
children‘s literature provides everyone
a better view of American culture and
how that culture has defined child—
hood from era to era.
Twayne Publishers and Prentice
Hall International have just released
Professor Murray‘s new book, Ameri—
can Children‘s Literature and the Con—
struction ofChildhood. It covers the face
of children‘s literature and argues that
the meaning of childhood is socially
constructed and that its meaning has
changed over time.
"In an effort to better under—
stand the socialization of children
in early America, I quickly dis—
covered that children‘s books
don‘t reveal much about the lives
ter 1990, Nashville, TN.
Children‘s lit defines childhood, era to era
of real children," Murray said. "I
began to look for indications that
parents, clergy, teachers and au—
thors used children‘s literature to
teach the acceptable social mores
and behaviors."
Thebook covers the entire history
of American children‘s literature from
the New England Primer to Mark
Twain‘s work to Dr. Seuss. Murray ex—
plores the cultural context of popular
children‘s books and the didactic pur—
poses they serve.
"Children‘s books of each era in
American history reveal the domi—
nant culture of the time, reflect the
behavioral standards and rein—
force certain expectations;"
Murray said.
For more information on Ameri—
can Children‘s Literature and the Con—
struction of Childhood contact Murray
at (901) 843—3289.
TM stages comedy
Theatre Memphis‘ Little Theatre
presents The Complete History of _
America (Abridged) February 11 to 28.
This comedy is a fast, funny tour of
American history. Directed by Ed
Tatum, The Complete History ofAmerica
(Abridged) is written by Adam Long,
Reed Martin and Austin Tichenor.
Showtimes are 7:30 p.m. on Thurs—
day, 8 p.m. on Friday and Saturday and
2 p.m. on Sunday. Ticket prices are $9
for adults and $8 for youth.
Call the Theatre Memphis box of—
fice at (901) 682—8323 for reservations




MBG‘s Caterpillar Club is great fun for kids
Treat your youngster to an experience of a lifetime.
Register today to participate in the Memphis Botanic
Garden‘s Caterpillar Club with twice monthly adven—
tures. They will develop into well—rounded, young stew—
ards of our environment.
The Caterpillar Club curriculum was developed espe—
cially for preschoolers. It showcases the marvels of the natu—
ral world. Each class focuses on a different "earthy" topic.
The classes are designed to be fun, stimulating and eye
opening. Using crafts and short nature walks in the Mem—
phis Botanic Gardens (weather permitting), these young
people learn about earth and everything around them.
These classes are offered on Tuesdays and repeated on
Wednesdays.
On Tuesday, Feb. 9, 10 to 11 a.m. and again on Wednes—
day, Feb. 10, 11 a.m. to noon, "Have A Heart" will teach
kids about recycling. Kids will show they love the earth by
recycling and making valentine cards, hand—made soap
hearts and lovely shrinky—dinks.
On Tuesday, Feb. 23, 10 to 11 a.m. and again on Wednes—
day, Feb. 24, 11 a.m. to noon, kids can learn all about what‘s
beneath their feet. "Rocks Around the Clock" will consist
of seeing different kinds of rocks, going on a "dig" and tak—
ing home a pet rock.
They can join the Caterpillar Club for just $40 ($30 for
MBG members). This Caterpillar Club membership in—
cludes admission to eight sessions, a T—shirt and a special
prize upon completion of eight sessions. Renewals are avail—
able for $30 ($20 for MBG members). If your do not choose
to join the Caterpillar Club, your child may attend the ses—
sions for $4 ($3 for MBG members). Also, adult helpers are
welcome at no charge.
Enrollmentis limited and pre—registration is requested. Call
(901) 685—1566, ext. 110 to register or for more information.
Got an idea for Family & Friends?
Call us at (901) 682—2669 or








* Individual and Couple Counseling
 
All programs are confidential and respect the dignity of each individual.
certified/licensed counselors. Contact the church office for more information about any of
these services.
Hory Trinity Community CHurcH
3430 Summer Ave.
901/320—9376
THe Rev. TimotHy Mrapows, M.Div., Pastor
COME WORSHIP WITH US EACH SunpaAy:
10:45 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
SELF HELP PROGRAMS AVAILABLE THROUGH HOLY TRINITY
* Support Group For Those Living With HIV/AIDS
* Beacon Ministry—Are you married and think you‘re bisexual or gay? Maybe you‘re a parent
trying to fit this all together? This group ministry is for you!
SInNGsPiRa TION
SERVICE AND COMMUNION




Memphis to make world premier
Ballet Memphis will perform a world premier ballet cho—
reographed by Trey Mcintyre and set to music by B.B. King,
Elvis, Al Green and other Memphis greats on Feb. 20—21 at
the Orpheum Theatre. Titled Memphis, the ballet will cap—
ture the essence of the city that is known as "the birthplace
of the blues and the home of rock—n—roll."
At first glance, a work combining Memphis music and
ballet would seem to have little in common. One art form
began hundreds of years ago in Europe as amusement for
the nobility. The other, born in this century in the Ameritan
South, was created by and for the poor and oppressed. Yet
both art forms seek to express human emotion. And while
GET YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TO
FAMILY & FRIENDSTODAY
   
Memphis is better—known for its blues than ballet, the latter
has thrived in the 12 years since Ballet Memphis‘ founding.
Memphis will focus on the cultural effect that the 1950s
and ‘60s have had in near 21st century Memphis. "The
music and era are like ghosts floating in and out from the
past, so the ballet will be like a memory, at times funny,
sad, romantic and haunting, but always powerful,"
McIntyre said.
The music also will include songs by the Staple Singers,
Otis Redding, John Lee Hooker, Pat Hare, Roscoe Gordon,
Ike Turner and Rufus Thomas.
Memphis will be performed at 8 p.m. on Saturday, Feb.
20, and at 3 p.m. on Sunday, Feb. 21. Tickets are $15—$55
and can be ordered from the Ballet Memphis Box Office at
(901) 737—7322 or TicketMaster at (901) 743—ARTS. Lead
sponsors are Gibson Guitar and First Tennessee Bank. Ad—
ditional support was provided by SCB Computer Technol—
ogy Inc., Bodine Company and Harrah‘s Entertainment.






THURSDAY: 10 p.m. to 3:30 a.m.
FRIDAY: 10 p.m. to 3:30 a.m.
No Cover » Must Have ID
SATURDAY: 10 p.m. to 5 a.m.







   
  
while at Cooper Street
from left, Bianca Paige of
Nashville, Tina, Jezebel,
Jamie Layne, Juanna
Dick, Isis and LeAnn.
Standing in the back are,
from left, Family &
Friends‘ Editor Anita and
 
RIGHT: Legendary divas Jamie Layne of
Memphis, left, and Bianca Paige of Nashville,
seated, pose together for the camera at In




 Enjoying the celebration at In The Grove are, from
left, Tina, Jezebel and Vincent.  
LEFT: The whole gang .
posed for this picture
Bar: & Grill. Pictured are, .
Triangle Journal‘s Lady A,
   
 
UPUPUP UP UP UP
Recorded by Ani DiFranco — Righteous Babe Records
I wasn‘t sure what to expect when I sat down to listen to
Up Up Up Up Up Up, the new release from Ani DiFranco on
her record label, Righteous Babe Records.
I have always been leery of listening to artists that are
not "mainstream." I picture music that wouldn‘t be wor—
thy of mainstream exposure, and thus not worth listen-
ing to.
With this album ... the follow—up to last year ‘s Little Plastzc
Castles ... DiFranco makes a statement ... that she IS worthy
of mainstream publicity, and she may very well get the rec—
ognition that she deserves.
From song to song, definite themes emerge. From the
first cut, "‘Tis Of Thee," where people "take shots at each
other on the prime—time TV," and where "they put every—
one in jail except the Cleavers and the Bradys," to "Know
Now Then," an up—tempo cut which bemoans a failed les—
bian love affair, this album is full of the punk/folk sound
that has kept DiFranco with a loyal fanbase.
There are no tearjerking ballads, no hard rock chaotic
jumbles and no R&B numbers with irritating over—sam—
pling. Instead, the album has more of a live jam feel to it,
which makes the music sound more real and non—
pretentious. A statement to everyone that DiFranco is here
to stay.
If you don‘t already have this CD, then get "up up up
up up up" and go get it. You will be glad you did!
MY LOVE IS YOUR LOVE
Recorded by Whitney Houston — Arista Records
SHE‘S BAAACK!!!! With her first non—soundtrack album
     
Billboard‘s Top 10 Dance Tracks
as of week ending Jan. 23, 1999
No. 1: It‘s Not Right, But It‘s Okay — WhltneyHouston
No. 2: Blue Monday — Orgy
No. 3: Outside — George Michael
No. 4: Up & Down — Vengaboys
No. 5: Pressure — Ultra Nate
No. 6: Believe — Cher
No. 7: These Are The Times — Pure Sugar
No. 8: I‘m Beautiful — Bette Midler
No. 9: Power —Joi Cardwell
No. 10: Release Me — Engelbert Humperdinck
 
in eight years, Whitney Houston is back with a vengeance.
So much so that the first track, "It‘s Not Right, But It‘s
Okay," is topping Billboard‘s Dance chart.
This album spotlights Houston‘s versatility in a wide
range of musical styles. Her personal and professional
growth over the past 10 years is evident with highlights —
that include the opening chart—topping track; "Heartbreak
Hotel" (no ... NOT an Elvis cover) with Faith Evans and
Kelly Price; "When You Believe" with Mariah Carey (also
available on Carey‘s No.1 ‘s collection and the Prince ofEgypt
soundtrack); "In My Business" with Missy "Misdemeanor"
Elliot, and "I Bow Out" which is one of three cuts on the
album produced by Babyface.
One ofmy favorites is "You‘ll Never Stand Alone," which
is the ULTIMATE love song, and which also was produced
by Babyface.
With Houston‘s incredible voice and artistic persona, this
album has a lot of crossover potential, and is definitely
worth adding to your CD library.
Thanks Whitney! Next time, PLEASE don‘t wait so long!
 
Melinda McSparrin has been a DJfor the past 18 years. She
has worked as the original DJ at the Pendulum, and has also
worked at Terri‘s Townhouse, George‘s Temporary Quarters,
Hours, Reflections, J—Wags and most recently WKRB.
Art entries are needed for
Rhodes juried exhibition
The Clough—Hanson Gallery at Rhodes College is invit—
ing entries for the third biennial "Young Memphis" art ex—
hibit that will run from Nov. 30, 1999, through Jan. 28, 2000.
"Young Memphis" is a juried exhibit designed to show—
case the work of artists beginning their careers. Its aim is
two—fold: to offer young artists the opportunity to exhibit
in a professional gallery space, and to offer the public a
first—hand look at emerging artists. h
The exhibit is open to anyone who has not had a major
gallery exhibit and is not represented by a gallery. All me—
dia will be considered for inclusion although work must
have been completed within the past two years and cannot
have been previously exhibited.
Diane Hoffman, assistant professor of painting: Marina
Pacini, CloughHanson Gallery director, and Carol Stewart,
assistant professor of sculpture, will jury the exhibit.
To apply, contact the gallery at (901) 843—3442 for details







Your dog has been acting a little strange lately, Instead
of greeting you at the door as normal when you come home
from work, he just lays his head down on the rug without
making eye contact. And what do you make of the family
cat who has started to mark its territory inside your house—
everywhere except the litter box?
As 90 million dog and cat owners in the United States
know, understanding a pet‘s behavior can require a
detective‘s deductive powers. But you need not be Dr.
Doolittle to communicate successfully with your pet, says
Dr. Ernest C. Harland, University of Mississippi veterinar—
ian. To facilitate better two—way communication with your
pet, Harland offers interpretations of some of the most com—
mon aberrant behavior in dogs and cats:
* Your cat is urinating in inappropriate places inside the
house. First, eliminate the medical possibility of cystitis by
having your pet examined by a veterinarian. But otherwise,
the cat may be saying, "My territory is being invaded." The
intruder may not be apparent to you, but there may be an—
other cat in the neighborhood or in the perimeter of the yard.
* Your once sociable dog no longer rises and greets you
when you return home. This complaint is common among
Find out whatyour pet is trying to tell you
 
owners of older dogs or canines injured in accidents. If you
notice that the dog has difficulty standing on its hind legs
or is becoming thick in the shoulders, then the dog is sig—
naling you that it‘s suffering from arthritis. New non—ste—
roid and antiinflammatory drugs are now available through
veterinarians to get your old friend back to his tail—wag—
ging self.
* Your cat runs after you as you leave the house and
wants you to follow it to its food bow!. Even though the
bowl is full, the cat is saying, "I know you‘ll be gone for a
while. Please make sure I have enough food," Or else, "I
know my bow! is full, but that‘s not what I want to eat."
* Your pooch scratches the door, digs at the carpet and is
otherwise destructive while you‘re away. Many dog own—
ers, particularly new ones, interpret this to mean, "I‘m pun—
ishing you for leaving me here." But in fact, what the dog
could be telling you is, "I am picking up signals of anxiety
from you, and it‘s upsetting me." Try to make your coming
and going each day a non—event for your pet. Don‘t apolo—
gize to the dog for having to leave it or for being gone so








   
 
Restaurant review
In the Grove is a visual, tasteful experience
Dining outat In The Grove, located at 2865 Walnut Grove
Road in Memphis, is more like dining in an art gallery. The
interior is definitely something to be seen.
Paintings and textures line the walls, floors, tables and ceil—
ings in this restaurant. In fact, you will find yourselfhaving to
ask the server to come back once or twice because looking at
the menu takes a backseat to looking at the artwork.
But, once you turn your attention to the menu, you‘ll find
appetizers, soup, salads, specialties, pasta and sandwiches that
certainly make it hard to decide what to have for dinner.
Get your meal off to a great start with one of In The
Grove‘s delicious appetizers. They include bruschetta,
sliced Roma tomatoes brushed with olive oil, basil and Feta
cheese broiled and served on toasted French bread; a cheese
plate with cheddar, pepper jack and Swiss cheeses served
with pickle spears, pepperoccini peppers and crackers
(ham, turkey or sausage can be added for a small charge);
spinach dip served with an assortment of breads, which
comes in two sizes; rumaki, which is skewered water chest—
nuts wrapped in bacon and broiled in teriyaki, and a giant
Portabella mushroom stuffed with chopped mushrooms
marinated in butter, garlic and herbs and cheese.
Soup and salads abound at In The Grove. Soup selec—
tions change daily so it‘s best to ask your server which
wonderful soup they are serving on your visit. The salads
offered include a garden variety salad; the Grove Salad,
which is marinated broccoli and cauliflower served on
Romaine lettuce; a classic Caesar salad, and a marinated
Italian salad consisting of lettuce, tomato wedges, bell pep—
per and onion marinated in olive oil, garlic and red wine
vinegar and topped with Feta cheese.
Want something a little heartier than a salad for dinner?
Well, at In The Grove there are plenty of specialty entrees
and pasta dishes sure to please even the pickiest of eaters.
Grove specialty entrees include a 12—ounce piece ofprime
rib that is cooked to perfection, tender and full of flavor;
grilled chicken kabobs, which consists of marinated chunks
of chicken skewered with bell peppers, onions and other
vegetables served atop wild rice with teriyaki sauce on the
side, and for vegetarians there‘s the vegetarian loaf, which
we heard was "fabulous."
All specialty entrees come with a garden salad, a basket
of French bread and your choice of a side vegetable of the
day or wild rice. You can add a baked potato for just pen—
nies more.
More in the mood for pasta? In The Grove has some—
thing for every pasta lover. There is pennae pasta with
chicken and broccoli served in a light Alfredo sauce; clas—
sic fettucini Alfredo; spaghetti marinara, which is made
from scratch and simmered for hours, and spaghetti
Bolognaise, for which the recipe came straight from
Grandma Deaton‘s Italian kitchen. All pasta dishes are
served with a garden salad and a basket of French bread.
Perhaps you‘re not in the mood for a big meal and would
rather have a sandwich. That‘s not a problem at In The
Grove. The sand—
wiches offered in—
clude a grilled Dining ~~








wich with cheese and Texas toast, a Philly steak and cheese
sandwich, French dip au jus, the NiteClub, a veggie melt
which is a veggie patty served with broiled tomatoes and
melted cheese on Texas toast and French bread pizza topped
with four cheeses, marinara and Italian spices (additional
toppings can be added for an extra charge). All sandwiches
are served with potato salad and a pickle spear.
If you managed to leave room for dessert, In The Grove
offers three mainstay desserts as well as specialty desserts.
The "regular" desserts include New York style deli cheese—
cake, Key lime pie and Death by Chocolate, which is a fudge
brownie, chocolate—vanilla swirl ice cream, chocolate syrup,
whipped cream and a cherry.
In The Grove opens its doors at 3 p.m. Monday through
Friday and at 5 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays. Happy
Hour is from 3 to 7 p.m. Monday through Friday. For more















Vitamin E might prevent prostate cancer
The latest analysis from a large prevention trial conducted
by the National Cancer Institute (NCI) and the National
Public HealthInstitute of Finland, shows that long—term use
of a moderate—dose vitamin E supplement substantially re—
duced prostatecancer incidence and deaths in male smok—
ers. The report was published in the March 18, 1998, issue of
the Journal oftheNational Cancer Institute and the lead author
is Olli P. Heinonen, M.D., D.Sc., of the Department of Public
Health, University of Helsinki, Finland.
This report from the Alpha—Tocopherol, Beta—Carotene
Cancer Prevention Study (ATBC Study) showed that 50— to
69—year—old men who took 50 mg of alpha—tocopherol (a
form of the anti—oxidant vitamin E) daily for five to eight
years had 32 percent fewer diagnoses of prostate cancer
and 41 percent fewer prostate cancer deaths compared to
men who did not receive vitamin E. The dose of vitamin E
is equal to about 50 international units (the measure more
commonly used with supplements) and is about three times
the Recommended Dietary Allowance. The 29,133 male
smokers from Finland were randomly assigned to receive
_ alphatocopherol, beta—carotene (50 mg), or a placebo (inac—
tive pill that looked like the vitamin) daily.
"These results give hope that a simple intervention may
one day help reduce a man‘s chances of developing and
dying from prostate cancer," said Demetrius Albanes, M.D.,
one of lead investigators on the study. "But it is im—
portant that other studies be done to confirm the beneficial
effects of vitamin E. P
"The ATBC Study and similar trials have shown us that
supplements are not necessarily magic bullets and, more
importantly, that what may be a beneficial supplement for
some people may be harmful to others," said Albanes, who
is in the Cancer Prevention Studies Branch of NCI‘s Divi—
sion of Clinical Sciences.
In men taking the vitamin E there was a reduction in
clinically detectable prostate cancers beginning within two
years of starting the supplement — a result which suggests
to Philip R. Taylor, M.D., Sc.D., chief of NClI‘s Cancer Pre—
vention Studies Branch, that vitamin E may be blocking a
prostate tumor‘s progression to a more aggressive state.
Most older men have microscopic areas of cancer in their
prostate, few of which will progress to life—threatening dis—
ease.
"We know that prostate cancer develops first as latent
cancer that can‘t be detected clinically," Taylor said. "For
some men, these tumors are transformed from subclinical
cancer — which may never affect a man‘s health — into ag—
gressive disease. We think vitamin E is working by block—
ing the changeover from these more benign tumors to po—
tentially lifethreatening disease." (
The investigators do not think that vitamin E affected
symptoms that would cause a man to have medical atten—
tion that would lead to a diagnosis of cancer. Overall, men
taking vitamin E had fewer diagnoses of later stage can—
cers than men not taking the supplement. The number of
cancers diagnosed at earlier stages, when symptoms are
few, was equivalent between supplement and placebo
groups. &
In the United States, prostate cancer is the most fre—
quently diagnosed cancer in males, with 184,500 cases ex—
pected in 1998 along with 39,200 deaths. African—Ameri— —
can men have the highest rates of prostate cancer in the
United States.
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DearFamily & Friends:
I would like to thank you for the wonderful work that
you do and the support you continue to give Loving Arms.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank our many
friends and families for their support of the Loving Arms
program during the Christmas season. So many people
came forward to make this the best Christmas yet for our
kids and their families.
I would also like to thank everyone for their prayers and
support during the season when my daughter, Lynne, who
works for Loving Arms, lost her baby. She has just returned
to work. Please understand our tardiness in getting the
proper thank—yous out. We could not have done this with—
out everyone‘s love and help.
I cannot begin to name everyone who participated in so
many ways. There were so many individuals and compa—
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eryone who donated gifts, time and money for this project.
We want to thank Billy Buchanan and his friends for the
wonderful Christmas party at the Castle. The donations
were overwhelming.
Thank you to Aphrodite for the van full of toys for the
children. They filled a whole room.
A special thank—you to Unity Church of Memphis for
sponsoring the Christmas Open House. So many toys were
donated.
We extend our thanks to Mississippi Boulevard Chris—
tian Church, University of Tennessee, Feast for Friends and
One More Bar for the wonderful Christmas parties and all
the wonderful Santa Clauses.
Living Word Christian Church and many others com—
panies and individuals sponsored families.
Thank you to Jo Neeson for organizing everything
from the Christmas Tree donation to the delivery of toys
and food.
Thank you to the clients of One More who came and
delivered these toys and food. Tim Deavers and Kirby
Kincade did an awesome job decorating the Christmas tree.
It was smashing. Also, Nancy Bergeron furnished beauti—
ful poinsettias for the whole Center.
Thank you to my partner Chris for putting up with my
insanity and loving me anyway.
I do sincerely thank everyone from the bottom of my
heart for this display of love and support that continues to
flow to the Loving Arms Center and the families. A very












February is Dental Health Month
Everyone mnows February is Dental Health Month. So
have you beer wondering what to do with the kids in cel—
ebration of good dental hygiene? Well, fret no more! Pack
the kids up inthe family car and head to The Children‘s
Museum of Memphis to experience The Tooth, The Whole
Tooth and Nothng But The Tooth.
The permanert exhibit opened at the museum in 1995,
and has recently undergone a facelift. To take the "fear"
out of visiting the dentist as well as to educate, dental health
is the subject of ths interactive exhibit with a science labo—
ratory, dental office and diner. Children examine human
and animal teeth, investigate mouth bacteria magnified 250
times its size undera Wentz Scope and pretend to be den—
tists using dental irstruments on a muppet patient in a
dental chair. For a look at advanced technology in dentistry,
children operate an intra—oral camera that takes close—up
pictures of their mouth and teeth.
The Tooth, The Whole Tooth and Nothing But The Tooth
is included in general admission to the museum. The ex—
hibit is sponsored by The Alliance to the Memphis Dental
Society and is dedicated to the memory of the late Dr. R.
Michael Overbey, past president of the American Dental
Association and a prominent local dentist.
The Children‘s Museum of Memphis is a discovery
museum for children and their families within a kid—sized
city. A private, non—profit organization, the museum is de—
signed to encourage the curiosity and imagination of chil—
dren through interactive programs and hands—on exhibits.
Located at 2525 CentralAvenue, the museum is open Tues—
day to Saturday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Sunday, noon to 5 p.m.
Admission is $4 for children (1—12) and seniors, $5 for
adults and free for museum members.
For more information call (901) 458—2678, the informa—
tion line at (901) 320—3170 or checkout the museum‘s Web
site at www.cmom.com.
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60 South Front Street(901) 578—VIBEMon. 9 p.m. till 2 a.m.Tues.—Wed. ClosedThur. 10 p.m. till 2 a.m.Fri. 11 p.m. till 3 a.m.Sat. 11 p.m. till 6 a.m.Sun. 9:30 p.m. till 2 a.m.
Backstreet
2018 Court Street(901) 276—5522Mon. 8 p.m. till 3 a.m.Closed Tues. & Wed.Thur. 8 p.m. till 3 a.m.Fri. &Sat. 8 p.m. till 6 a.m.Sun. 8 p.m. till 3 a.m.
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Aquarius (Jan. 21—Feb. 19) — Signs are favorable for a
new relationship and this spark will come from somewhere
unexpected. Acting on impulse could prove to be the right
move. Things will most certainly begin to change for the
better now.
Pisces (Feb. 20—March 20) — If you are talented in mu—
sic, writing or art, now is the time to channel those talents
towards projects. Focus is on gaining, and something you
have wished for may now become a reality.
Aries (March 21—April 20) — Now is not a good time to
burn bridges that you may want to cross again. It‘s alright
to wish for things, as long as they are realistic. Don‘t jump
to conclusions where business is concerned, the time does
not favor snap decisions.
Taurus (April 21—May 21)— Uranus is in transition now,
which may bring a favorable change in your career. Focus
is on people in far away places. Look at situations with a
different frame of mind during this period.
Gemini (May 22—June 21) — The possibility of meeting
someone who could play a very important role in your life
is likely now, as long as you use your creative talents. Joint
investments could be the focus during this period. Be open
to all new opportunities.
Cancer (June 22—July 23) — Now is a great time to de—
velop closer relationships, including those dealing with love
and people in art, and the publishing world. The planets‘
focus is on improving your financial status.
Leo (July 24—Aug. 23) — With help from professionals,
financial dealings can work in your favor. Nice surprises
are in store where love is concerned. Relationships and new
co—workers are highlighted during this period. .
Virgo (Aug. 24—Sept. 23)— The stars are favoring romance, .
social gatherings and speculation at this time. The time is right
to speak up and get people to understand you. Look for new
ways to make more income during this period.
Libra (Sept. 24—Oct. 23) — Being in the right place at the
right time may prove to bring new romance now. Special
talents may prove to be a financial home—based money
maker. Good fortune is yours during this period.
Scorpio (Oct. 24—Nov. 22) — Real estate and domestic
matters have the planets‘ full attention now. New doors of __
opportunity will be opened where meeting people in nearby ._
places is concerned. Crafts could bring extra dollars now.
Sagittarius (Nov. 23—Dec. 21) — The focus of the period
is definitely on money—making ideas. The time may be right
to consider turning a hobby into a home—based business. A
lingering real estate deal could have happy results during
this period. —
Capricorn (Dec. 22—Jan. 20) — All work and no play
makes Jack/Jane a dull boy/girl. Although work and am—
bition are good, now is not the time to neglect your signifi—
cant other. Lucky breaks are in store for those who are self—
employed or work on commission.
 
Editor‘s Note: Horoscopes are meant for entertainment
purposes only and are for the month of February.
CELEBRITY QUOTE
"I didn‘t seem to be keeping it
a secret, and | made jokes, and
I went out to bars. There were
no secrets in that sense. I
didn‘t know I was suppose to
make a public declaration."
— Nathan Lane on being gay in
























































































































































































































































' Fees   
  
Free Corporate Delivery of tickets
Lowest Available Fare at Ticketing
24 Hour Problem Resolution
 
   
Extended Hours of Operation }
  
Superior Customer Service
    




2090 Overton Square Lane
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—3388
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